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HOW TO GIVE  FEEDBACK
to build confidence and trust
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The dreaded “Performance Review”

The importance of feedback 

Overview of tonight’s facilitation
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AN OVERVIEW
giving feedback



WEIGHING IN
Feedback poll



BEST PRACTICES

Check your motives

Be timely

Be specific
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giving feedback



BEST PRACTICES

Give feedback in private4
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giving feedback

Talk about positives: yes and no

Give an opportunity to respond



”—Marc Effron

“ Feedback is the broccoli of 
conversations. It’s not very 
appetizing and we’d prefer 

something else if possible, but 
deep down we know that 

ultimately it’s good for us.



TO SUBORDINATES
before

giving feedback

1 Do your research

Normalize it

Be prepared

Too much feedback
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TO SUBORDINATES
during

1 Keep goals in mind

Follow the plan

Listen

Take notes
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giving feedback

Feed-forward5



TO SUBORDINATES
after

giving feedback

1 Follow up





TO PEERS
giving feedback

1 Share constructive 
feedback exclusively

Be realistic

Be aware
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TO PEERS
giving feedback

1 Don’t compare

It’s not your job.2



Upward 
feedback



”
Mastery requires feedback. 

I don’t care what we’re trying 
to master—and whether we’re 
trying to develop greatness or 

proficiency—it always 
requires feedback.

—Brene Brown
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TO SUPERIORS
giving feedback

1 Evaluate your relationship

Ask first

Speak only from your perspective

Be solution-oriented
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do



TO SUPERIORS
giving feedback

1 Assume feedback is unwelcome

Presume you understand

Retaliate
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don’t



BREAKOUT  GROUPS



Feedback  
is important

Feedback
best practices

Feedback to 
subordinates

Feedback 
to peers

Feedback 
to superiors

HOW TO GIVE FEEDBACK
to build confidence and trust



In the absence of feedback people 
will fill in the blanks with negative. 
They will assume you don’t care 

about them or don’t like them. 
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—Pat Summitt”“


